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Abstract— Facial expression analysis could be greatly improved by incorporating spatial and temporal patterns present in facial

behavior, but the patterns have not yet been utilized to their full advantage. We remedy this via a novel dynamic model-an interval

temporal restricted Boltzmann machine (IT-RBM) - that is able to capture both universal spatial patterns and complicated temporal

patterns in facial behavior for facial expression analysis. We regard a facial expression as a multifarious activity composed of

sequential or overlapping primitive facial events. Allen’s interval algebra is implemented to portray these complicated temporal patterns

via a two-layer Bayesian network. The nodes in the upper-most layer are representative of the primitive facial events, and the nodes in

the lower layer depict the temporal relationships between those events. Our model also captures inherent universal spatial patterns via

a multi-value restricted Boltzmann machine in which the visible nodes are facial events, and the connections between hidden and

visible nodes model intrinsic spatial patterns. Efficient learning and inference algorithms are proposed. Experiments on posed and

spontaneous expression distinction and expression recognition demonstrate that our proposed IT-RBM achieves superior performance

compared to state-of-the art research due to its ability to incorporate these facial behavior patterns.

Index Terms—Interval temporal restricted Boltzmann machine, global spatial and temporal patterns, posed and spontaneous expressions

distinction, expressions categories recognition
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1 INTRODUCTION

THERE has been a proliferation of research on facial expres-
sion analysis recently, since facial expression is a crucial

channel for both human-human communication and human-
robot interaction.

Current works on facial expression recognition may be
categorized into either of two approaches: a frame-based
approach or a sequence-based approach. A frame-based
approach recognizes facial expressions from static facial
images, usually from the manually annotated apex frame.
This approach completely disregards the important dynamic
patterns inherent in facial behavior. A sequence-based
approach relies on the whole image sequence, and thus has
the potential to model both spatial and temporal patterns
through features or dynamic classifiers. Currentworks either
employ hand-crafted spatial and temporal features or use
learned representation through deep networks. Several
dynamic classifier models, such as hidden Markov models
(HMMs), dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs), latent condi-
tional random fields (LCRFs), long short-term memory net-
works (LSTMs), or gated recurrent unit networks (GRUs),

are frequently used. All of these works try to find more dis-
criminative features or more powerful classifiers to explore
embedded spatial and temporal patterns, and have been suc-
cessful for facial expression analysis. We refer to these
approaches as feature-drivenmethods.

Few works consider the underlying anatomic mecha-
nisms governing facial muscular interactions. Nearly any
facial expression can be deconstructed into the contraction
or relaxation of one or more facial muscles. These facial mus-
cle movements interact in space and time to convey different
expressions. At each time slice, facial muscle motions may
co-occur or be mutually exclusive. For example, as shown
in Figs. 1a and 1b, most people raise the inner brow and
outer brow simultaneously, since both motions are related
to the frontalis muscle group. The lip corner puller rarely
occurs in tandem with the lip corner depressor, as shown
in Figs. 1c and 1d. The lip corner puller uses the muscle
group zygomaticus major, and the latter is produced by the
depressor anguli oris muscle group. Temporally, the move-
ment of one facial muscle can either activate, meet, overlap,
or succeed another muscle. As shown in Fig. 2, for example,
most people show happiness by stretching their mouths
while raising their cheeks. Therefore, the contraction of
zygomatic major is more likely to occur asymmetrically if a
smile is posed rather than spontaneous. When an expression
is natural and spontaneous, the trajectory is typically
smoother. It has a shorter duration, and onset is gradual
rather than immediate. Such spatial and temporal patterns
caused by the interaction of facial expression muscles are
extremely complex, time-dependent, and global, yet have
not been fully modeled by current facial expression analysis
methods.
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We propose a novel dynamic model that leverages the
complex spatial and temporal patterns caused by the under-
lying anatomic mechanism for expression analysis. We
assume an expression is a multifarious activity made up of
sequential or overlapping primitive facial events, and that
each event takes place over a certain amount of time. First,
we introduce Allen’s interval algebra to capture several types
of temporal relationships, includingA takes place before B, A
meets B, A overlaps with B, A initiates B, A occurs during B,
A finishes B, A is equal to B, and the inverse of the first six
relations. We implement the complex temporal relations
using a Bayesian network incorporating primitive facial
event nodes and temporal relationship nodes. The links con-
necting the two types of nodes characterize their temporal
relationships. Next, a restricted Boltzmannmachine (RBM) is
adopted to represent the global spatial patterns among primi-
tive facial events. The visible nodes of the RBM depict primi-
tive facial events, and the connections between hidden nodes
and visible nodes model the spatial patterns inherent in
expressions. During training, we build an IT-RBM model for
each type of expression, and the parameters and structures of
the proposed IT-RBM are learned through maximum likeli-
hood.When testing occurs, the test sample label is equivalent
to themodelwith the largest log likelihood.

The proposed IT-RBM differs from other dynamic mod-
els in that it introduces Allen’s interval algebra to capture
all 13 temporal relations. Unlike current dynamic models,
which are limited to time-slice structure and must assume
stationary and time-independent temporal relations, the
suggested model can capture more complex global tempo-
ral relationships.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a brief
review of related works on expression analysis, including
expression recognition as well as posed and spontaneous
expression distinction. Section 3 details the proposed IT-
RBMmodel. Section 4 outlines the experiments and analysis,
with posed and spontaneous expression distinction experi-
ments outlined in Section 4.1 and expression recognition
experiments detailed in Section 4.2. Section 5 summarizes
our work.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Posed and Spontaneous Expression Distinction

Inner feelings may be disguised with a posed expression,
but true emotions are conveyed via spontaneous expres-
sions. It is difficult to distinguish one from the other, since
expressions vary by subject and condition and the differen-
ces between a spontaneous and posed expression are subtle.
The inherent spatial and temporal patterns in facial expres-
sions can be leveraged to improve distinction between these
similar types of expressions.

Behavioral research has found slight but distinctive differ-
ences between temporal and spatial patterns in posed and
spontaneous expressions. Examples of temporal patterns
include speed, trajectory, amplitude, and duration of expres-
sion onset and offset. For example, Ekman et al. [1], [2] found
that spontaneous expressions usually have a smoother trajec-
tory and shorter duration than posed expressions. Schmidt
et al. [3] revealed that for posed smiles, the maximum speed
of movement onset is greater than it is for spontaneous
smiles. Deliberate eyebrow raises are shorter in duration and
have a greater maximum speed and amplitude than sponta-
neous, natural eyebrow raises. Spatial patternsmainly consist
of themovement of facial muscles. For example, Ekman et al.’
s work [1] found that the orbicularis oculi only contract dur-
ing spontaneous smiles. When smiling, the contraction of the
zygomatic major muscle is more likely to be asymmetric for
a posed expression than a spontaneous one [4]. Ross and
Pulusu [5] indicated that posed expressions typically com-
mence on the right side of the face,while spontaneous expres-
sions originate on the left side of the face. This is especially
true for upper facial expressions. Namba et al.’s work [6]
compared the morphological and dynamic properties of
spontaneous and posed facial expressions as they related to
surprise, amusement, disgust, and sadness. For amusement,
AUs yield no significant differences. For disgust, AU10 and
AU12 occurmore frequentlywhen an expression is spontane-
ous rather than posed, while AU17 appears more often in
posed expressions. For sadness, morphological properties
of spontaneous facial expressions are not observed, while
AU4, AU7, and AU17 are most frequently observed in posed
facial expressions.

Most research uses certain features to distinguish between
posed and spontaneous expressions. Cohn and Schmidt [7]
adopted temporal features, including duration, amplitude,
and the ratio between the two. Valstar [8] utilized features
such as speed, duration, trajectory, intensity, symmetry, and

Fig. 1. Sample images demonstrating spatial patterns inherent in
expressions.

Fig. 2. Image sequences demonstrating temporal patterns inherent in
expressions. The x-axis is the frame number.
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the occurrence order of brow actions based on fiducial facial
point displacement. Dibeklioglu et al. [9] described the
dynamics of eyelid, cheek, and lip corner movements using
amplitude, duration, speed, and acceleration. Seckington
[10] represented temporal dynamics using six features (i.e.,
morphology, apex overlap, symmetry, total duration, onset
speed, and offset speed).

Static classifiers (e.g., linear discriminant classifiers [7],
support vector machines [11], k-NN [12], and naive Bayesian
classifiers [12]) and dynamic classifiers (e.g., continuous hid-
den Markov models [12] and dynamic Bayesian networks
[10]) were investigated for the task of distinguishing between
posed and spontaneous expressions. Static classifiers model
the mapping between features and expression types, while
dynamic classifiers model the temporal relationships.

Progress has been made in distinguishing between posed
and spontaneous expressions. However, these feature-
driven methods do not explicitly leverage the underlying
interactions between facial expression muscles, and their
influences on posed and spontaneous expressions.

Recently,Wang et al. [13] proposed amodel-basedmethod
using multiple Bayesian networks (BNs) to capture spatial
patterns for expressions given gender and expression catego-
ries. This model only includes local dependencies due to the
first-order Markov assumption of BNs; it cannot capture
high-order or global relations. Wu et al. [14] proposed to
address that issue by implementing a restricted Boltzmann
machine to explicitly model complex joint distributions over
feature points. RBMs introduce a layer of latent units, allow-
ing them to model high-order dependencies among variables
[15]. Although this model is an improvement, it does not
leverage the dependencies among hidden units. Quan et al.
[16] employed a latent regression Bayesian network (LRBN)
to leverage higher-order and global dependencies among
facial features. A latent regression Bayesian network differs
from an RBM in that it is a directed rather than undirected
model. The “explaining away” effect in Bayesian networks
allows LRBNs to capture dependencies among both latent
and visible variables; these dependencies are vital to accu-
rately represent the data. The success of each of these three
model-based works prove that spatial patterns can contribute
to the differentiation of posed from spontaneous expressions.

Thus far, there have not been many attempts to capture
and leverage the spatial and temporal patterns embedded
in posed and spontaneous facial expressions. We propose
an interval temporal restricted Boltzmann machine (IT-
RBM) to jointly capture global and complex patterns and
improve the task of expression distinction.

2.2 Expression Recognition

Expression recognition has attracted much more attention
than the distinction between posed and spontaneous expres-
sions. Corneanu et al.’s work [17] and Brais Martinez et al.’s
work [18] provided a literature review of facial expression
recognition.

Mainstream facial expression recognition works regard
facial expression recognition as a pattern recognition prob-
lem and focus primarily on discriminative features and
powerful classifiers. For features, both engineered dynamic
representations and learned representations from video vol-
umes are exploited to encode temporal variations among

sequence frames. Engineered dynamic representations such
as LBP-TOP [19], and Gabor motion energy [20] do not
require labelled sequences for training, and thus are simple
and generic for any expression analysis tasks. However, the
optimality is questionable. The learned representations may
attain state of the art performance, but they require many
training videos with ground-truth labels. Dynamic graphic
models, such as HMM [21], [22], [23] and DBN [24], have
commonly been used for facial expression analysis tasks. As
time-slice (based on time points) graphical models, these
dynamic models represent each activity as a sequence of
events occurring instantaneously, and thus offer three
time-point relations (i.e., before, follows and equals). Since
facial expressions are complex and consist of facial events
that may be sequential or temporally overlapping, current
dynamic graphical models are unable to represent several of
the temporal relations happening between events through-
out the activity. Recently, deep dynamic models such as
LSTM [25] have been adopted for facial expression analysis.
Usually, a convolutional neural network (CNN) is used to
obtain static representations from each frame, and then the
learned static representations are fed into the LSTM to learn
dynamic representations and expression classifiers simulta-
neously. In spite of its good performance, LSTM requires a
lot of training data. Furthermore, LSTM is also a time-slice
model and cannot successfully represent the global and com-
plex temporal relations between primitive facial events
inherent in facial expressions. Just as in expression distinc-
tion, these feature-drive expression recognition methods
ignore the underlying interaction among facial expression
muscles.

A facial expression is defined as at least one motion of the
facialmuscles over a period of time. Thesemusclemovements
commonly appear in certain patterns to communicate differ-
ent expressions. For example, the facial expression of happi-
ness is characterized by raised cheeks and a stretched mouth.
Surprise is usually displayed by widened eyes and a gaping
mouth. A look of sadness is easily identified by upwardly
slanted eyebrows and a frown. An expression of anger is
often determined by squeezed eyebrows as well as tight and
straight eyelids. Fear typically includes widened eyes and
eyebrows slanted upward. These expression-dependent tem-
poral and spatial patterns are essential for expression recogni-
tion, but have yet to be exploited thoroughly.

As far as we know, only one relatedwork attempts to cap-
ture these patterns for expression recognition. Wang et al.
[26] suggested an interval temporal Bayesian network
(ITBN) including temporal entity nodes and temporal rela-
tion nodes. The links between the former types of nodes rep-
resent spatial dependencies among temporal entities. Links
joining temporal relation nodes with their corresponding
temporal entities are representative of the temporal relation-
ships between the two connected temporal entities. Thus, the
ITBN is able to leverage spatial and temporal patterns.
Due to the Markov assumption, Bayesian networks only
capture local dependences. Therefore, instead of a BN, we
employ an RBM to capture and depict global spatial patterns.
Since Allen’s interval algebra defines complete temporal
relations between two events and a BN can fully capture
dependencies between two events, we still employ a BN to
model temporal patterns embedded in expression changes.
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The proposed IT-RBM is a novel dynamic model and can
provide complex and global relations through the use of
interval algebra, which defines complete temporal relations
between two events. This is an improvement over typical
dynamic models like HMM and DBN, which use a time-slice
structure to present three time-point relations, and are only
able to capture stationary dynamics.

This paper makes the following contributions to this field
of study:

1. A novel dynamic model, IT-RBM, is proposed to
jointly capture both global spatial patterns and com-
plex temporal patterns.

2. We explicitly model spatial-temporal patterns inn-
ate to various expression categories for expression
recognition.

2. We explicitly model spatial-temporal patterns found
in posed and spontaneous expressions to better dis-
tinguish between those expressions.

A previous version of the paper appeared as Yang et al.’
work [27], which proposed an IT-RBM to capture and utilize
spatial and temporal patterns embedded in posed and spon-
taneous expressions for expression distinction. Unlike the
previous version,which only focuses on posed and spontane-
ous expression distinction, this paper extends the proposed
IT-RBM for expression recognition. To show the effectiveness
of the proposed IT-RBM for expression recognition, experi-
ments are conducted on the CK+ and theMMI databases. We
have added two models for posed and spontaneous expres-
sion distinction (i.e., PS_gender model and PS_exp model),
since the spatial and temporal patterns embedded in expres-
sions are influenced by gender and type of expression. For
the PS_gender model, we train fourmodels frommale posed,
male spontaneous, female posed, and female spontaneous
samples. For the PS_exp model, we train a posed model and
a spontaneousmodel for each expression type.

3 PROPOSED METHOD

Facial expressions are the results of a set of muscle move-
ments over a period of time. At each time slice, facial muscle
motions can co-occur or bemutually exclusive. Froma tempo-
ral perspective, the movement of one facial muscle can acti-
vate, overlap, or follow the movement of another muscle.
Because of the difficulty in measuring minute facial muscle
motions, the movements of facial feature points are used to

define primitive facial events as recommended by Wang
et al.’ work [26]. Each feature point movement is a singular
primitive facial event. The interval relation between each pair
of events can be defined as one of 13 interval relations pro-
posed by Allen’s interval algebra [28]. First, we select the
primitive event pairs with the largest interval relation vari-
ance among the different expressions. For each type of expres-
sion, an IT-RBM model is constructed using the selected
events and interval relations. The global spatial and temporal
patterns are jointly captured during training. During testing,
the label of a test sample is the model with the largest likeli-
hood. Themethod framework is illustrated in Fig. 3.

This section focuses first on the extraction of primitive
facial events. Then, we describe the definition and selection
of temporal relations. After that, the proposed IT-RBMmodel
is presented in detail.

3.1 Primitive Facial Events Extraction

Given the data set of sample videos with different types
of expression, denoted as D ¼ fðxð1Þ; yð1ÞÞ; ðxð2Þ; yð2ÞÞ; . . . ;
ðxðNÞ; yðNÞÞg, where xðiÞ is the ith video with frame length of
fi, and yðiÞ 2 f0; 1; . . . ; Cg is its expression label (C is the total
expression classes of videos),N is the number of total sample
videos. Each frame is a facial image with Pno facial points.
Each video is assumed to contain primitive facial events,
which are either sequential or temporally overlapping. A
primitive facial event is the movement of one feature point
and includes the motion state, the commencement time
when the feature point is no longer in neutral position, and
the moment when the point returns to neutral. Fig. 4 depicts
a primitive event corresponding to ith facial point denoted
as Vi ¼ htsi; tei; viiðtsi; tei 2 R; tsi < tei; vi 2 f1; 2; . . . ;KgÞ,
tsi and tei are representative of the start and end times
respectively, vi represents themotion state, f1; 2; . . . ; Kg rep-
resents all possible primitive event states. As expression vid-
eos differ in frame length, we normalize all frames to the
shortest frame length in the training set len. Samples are
equidistantly down-sampled to len. We obtainK movement
states by using K-means clustering on the feature point dis-
placement sequence.

Fig. 4 illustrates some example primitive facial events. In
(a) facial pointsP1 andP2 correspond to eventsV1 and V2, rep-
resenting the muscle motions of the right wing of the nose
and the right mouth corner respectively. (b) shows the trace
of V1 and V2 along the vertical direction, and T1, T2 are their
corresponding durations. Each event has K possible states
representing its movement pattern throughout the duration,
as (c) shows. The flat red line depicts a point that remains
in neutral for the entire process, and the other states

Fig. 3. Outline of the recognition system.

Fig. 4. (a) Facial muscle movement as captured by the movement of facial
points. (b) Duration for events V1 and V2 and their temporal relations.
(c) Examplemovement states of a primitive facial event.
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are representative of k� 1 movement patterns. For example,
a point that moves up and then returns to neutral would be
represented by state Sm(shown as the dotted black line). A
more complex pattern is depicted by state S2 (the solid line),
in which a pointmoves upward and then downward.

3.2 Temporal Relations Definition and Selection

According to Allen’s interval algebra [28], there are 13 poten-
tial temporal relationships between two primitive events as
illustrated in Table 1. The 13 possible relations I ¼ fb; bi;
m;mi; o; oi; s; si; d; di; f; fi; eqg, representing before, meets,
overlaps, starts, during, finishes, equals and their inverses.
The temporal relationships between pairs of facial events Vi

and Vj can be obtained by calculating the temporal distance
disðVi; VjÞ according to Eq. (1).

disðVi; VjÞ ¼ ½tsi � tsj; tsi � tej; tei � tsj; tei � tej�: (1)

The extraction of primitive facial events yields Pno � ðPno�
1Þ pairs of events and the corresponding temporal relations
for each sample. It is expected that discriminative temporal
relations will have a wider variance between expression
types, so we propose a Kullback-Leibler divergence-based
score [29] tomeasure the difference between the two probabil-
ity distributions. The score of event pair Vi; Vj is defined in
Eq. (2), where TRij represents relation between primitive
event pair Vi; Vj,PxðTRijÞ andPyðTRijÞ are the probability dis-
tribution of TRij for the x and y expression respectively.DKL

stands for the KLdivergence. Primitive event pairs are ranked
by the score, and the top � pairs withm events are selected.

Sij ¼X
x;y2f1;2;...;Cg

DKLðPxðTRijÞkPyðTRijÞÞ þDKLðPyðTRijÞkPxðTRijÞÞ
� �

:

(2)

3.3 Capturing Spatial and Temporal Patterns
Through the IT-RBM Model

Our proposed hybrid graphic model known as IT-RBM is
shown in Fig. 5. The upper section is a multi-value RBM
and the lower layer is a Bayesian network. The uppermost
layer contains n binary latent variables hj 2 f0; 1gðj 2 f1;

2; . . . ; ngÞ. The layer below that contains m visible nodes.
vi 2 f1; . . . ;Kgði 2 f1; 2; . . . ;mgÞ describes m selected facial
events. Each facial event consists of K motion states repre-
sented by an one-hot vector. Specifically, vi consists of binary
nodes vi1; vi2; . . . ; viK , thus vi ¼ k can be represented with an
one-hot vector by setting vik ¼ 1, other K-1 binary nodes to
zeros. The bottom layer contains � temporal relation nodes,
TR 2 I representing 13 temporal relations. Complex tempo-
ral relations are captured by the lower part; the spatial depen-
dencies among facial events are modeled by the upper part.
Eq. (3) shows the joint probability of the suggestedmodel.

P ðv; TRÞ ¼ P ðTRjvÞP ðvÞ ¼ P ðTRjvÞ
X
h

P ðv; hÞ; (3)

where

P ðTRjvÞ¼
YR
r¼1

P ðTRrjpðTRrÞÞ; (4)

TRr represents the rth temporal relation node. pðTRrÞ are
the two primitive event nodes that produce TRr.

After primitive events and temporal relations are extracted,
given training dataDt ¼ fðvð1Þ; TRð1ÞÞ; ðvð2Þ; TRð2ÞÞ; . . . ; ðvðNtÞ;
TRNtÞg, where Nt indicates the number of training samples
for one expression, vðiÞ and TRðiÞ represents motion states
and temporal relations of ith sample. The goal of model
learning is log likelihoodmaximization, shown as follows:

u* ¼ argmax
u

1

Nt

X
logP v; uð Þ þ logP TRjv; uð Þð Þ: (5)

Eq. (5) demonstrates that we can factorize the log likelihood
of IT-RBM into the sum of the log likelihood of RBM and
the log likelihood of BN. Since the model parameters of
RBM uRBM is independent of model parameters of BN uBN ,
we can train RBM and BN separately. Training of the multi-
value RBM only concerns motion states of primitive event,
so we denoteDRBM

t ¼ fvð1Þ; vð2Þ; . . . ; vðNtÞg.
The marginal distribution of the visible units is calcu-

lated as Eq. (6),

P ðvÞ ¼
X
h

P ðv; hÞ ¼ 1

Z

X
h

e�Eðv;hÞ

¼ 1

Z
e
Pm

i¼1
PK

k¼1 bikvik
Yn
j¼1
ð1þ eajþ

Pm

i¼1
PK

k¼1 w
j
ik
vikÞ;

(6)

TABLE 1
TR and Interval Relation Mapping Table

The horizontal bars represent the time interval of the corresponding primitive
events.

Fig. 5. An example of IT-RBMmodel.
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where E is the energy function of multi-value RBM and is
defined in Eq. (7). fW;a; bg are the model parameters: wj

ik is
a symmetric interaction term between visible unit i which
takes on value k and hidden unit j, bik is the bias of unit i
that takes on value k, and aj is the bias of hidden unit j.

Eðv; hÞ ¼ �
Xm
i¼1

Xn
j¼1

XK
k¼1

vikw
j
ikhj �

Xm
i¼1

XK
k¼1

vikbik �
Xn
j¼1

hjaj: (7)

The gradient with respect to uRBM ¼ fW; a; bg can be calcu-
lated as Eq. (8), where P ðv; hÞ and P ðhjvÞ denote the model-
defined distribution, v in the first term is from training set, v
in the second term is sampled from model-defined distribu-
tion P ðvÞ.

DuRBM ¼ "
@ logP ðvÞ
@uRBM

¼ " �
X
h

P ðhjvÞ @Eðv; hÞ
@uRBM

þ
X
v;h

P ðv; hÞ @Eðv; hÞ
@uRBM

 !
:

(8)
The contrastive divergence (CD) algorithm is used to over-
come the challenge of inferring the second term of Eq. (8),
which is intractable and is needed for gradient calculation
[30]. The conditional distribution of visible nodes given hid-
den nodes and the conditional distribution of hidden nodes
given visible nodes are softmax function and logistic function
respectively, as follows:

P ðvi ¼ kjhÞ ¼ expðbik þ
Pn

j¼1 hjw
j
ikÞPK

l¼1 expðbil þ
Pn

j¼1 hjw
j
ilÞ

(9)

P ðhj ¼ 1jvÞ ¼ sðaj þ
Xm
i¼1

XK
k¼1

wj
ikvikÞ: (10)

The detailed algorithm for learning multi-value RBM is
shown as Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. The Training Algorithm for Multi-Value
RBM using CD Learning

Require: Training data:DRBM
t ¼ fvð1Þ; vð2Þ; . . . ; vðNtÞg, latent

nodes number n, learning rate ", maximum training times T
Ensure: wj

ik; aj; bik
1: Initialize: set w; a; b to small random values
2: for t ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; T do
3: sample one example v fromDRBM

t

4: for j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n do
5: Sample hj � pðhjjvÞwith Eq. (10)
6: end for
7: for i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m do
8: Sample v0i � pðvijhÞwith Eq. (9)
9: end for
10: parameters update:
11: wj

ik  wj
ik þ "ðP ðhj ¼ 1jvÞvik � P ðhj ¼ 1jv0Þv0ikÞ

12: bik  bik þ "ðvik � v0ikÞ
13: aj  aj þ "ðP ðhj ¼ 1jvÞ � P ðhj ¼ 1jv0ÞÞ
14: end for

The conditional probability distributions for each temporal
relation node TRij given its parent nodes vi and vj are used to
define parameters for the BN. The structure of the BN and the

number of parameters can be determined after temporal rela-
tions are selected. The goal of parameter approximation is to
find themaximum likelihood estimate of parameter uBN given
training dataDt ¼ fðvð1Þ; TRð1ÞÞ; ðvð2Þ; TRð2ÞÞ; . . . ; ðvðNtÞ; TRNtÞg.
This is depicted in Eq. (11).

uBN=argmax
uBN

X
Nt

logP ðTRjv; uBNÞ: (11)

3.4 Expression Analyses

An IT-RBM model can be obtained for each expression after
training. During testing, test sample t is labeled with the
class that has the largest log likelihood value, according to
Eq. (12). In that equation, y� represents the predicted label
and C is the number of expression categories (as well as the
number of IT-RBMmodels).

y� ¼ max
y2f1;...;Cg

logP tjuy
� �� �

: (12)

The log likelihood that IT-RBM trained on class y assigned
to test sample t is as follows:

logP tjuy
� �

¼ log
X
h

exp�E h; t; uy
� �� � !

� logZ uy
� �þ log ðP ðTRjt; uyÞÞ;

(13)

in which the first and third terms can be directly calculated
and the partition function Z is intractable. The extended
AIS method inspired by annealed importance sampling
(AIS) [31] is used to compute the partition function of multi-
value RBM.

AIS approximates the ratio of the partition functions of the
object RBM to the base-rate RBM. For example, suppose
there are two multi-value RBMs with parameters uA ¼ fWA;
bA; aAg and uB ¼ fWB; bB; aBg. These RBMs define probabil-
ity distributions PA and PB over the same v 2 f0; 1; . . . ; Kgm,
and hA 2 f0; 1gnA ; hB 2 f0; 1gnB .

First, the intermediate distribution sequence for
t ¼ 0; . . . ; n is defined as

PtðvÞ ¼ P �t ðvÞ
Zt

¼ 1

Zt

X
h

expð�Etðv; hÞÞ; (14)

where the energy function is delineated in Eq. (15), P0ðvÞ ¼
PA and PnðvÞ ¼ PB. Eq. (16) approximates the unnormalized
probability over visible units, where 0 ¼ b0 < b1 < . . . <
bt < . . . < bn ¼ 1.

Etðv; hÞ ¼ ð1� btÞEðv; hA; uAÞ þ btEðv; hB; uBÞ (15)

P �t ðvÞ ¼ eð1�btÞ
P

i

P
k
bik

Avik
YnA

j¼1
ð1þ e

ð1�b
t
Þð
P

i

P
k
w
jA
ik

vikþaAj ÞÞ

� ebt
P

i

P
k
bik

Bvik
YnB

j¼1
ð1þ e

b
t
ð
P

i

P
k
w
jB
ik

vikþaBj ÞÞ:

(16)

Next, we establish a Markov chain transition operator
Ttðv0; vÞ that leaves PtðvÞ invariant. Logistic and softmax
functions yield the conditional distributions as follows:
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P ðhA
j ¼ 1jvÞ ¼ sðð1� btÞðaAj þ

X
i

X
k

wjA
ik vikÞÞ (17)

P ðhB
j ¼ 1jvÞ ¼ sðbtðaBj þ

X
i

X
k

wjB
ik vikÞÞ (18)

P ðvi ¼ kjhÞ ¼
exp 1� btð Þ bAik þ

Pn
j¼1 h

A
j w

jA
ik

� �
þ bt bBik þ

Pn
j¼1 h

B
j w

jA
ik

� �� �
PK

l¼1 exp 1� btð Þ bAil þ
Pn

j¼1 h
A
j w

jA
il

� �
þ bt bBik þ

Pn
j¼1 h

B
j w

jA
il

� �� � :
(19)

Hidden units hA and hB are stochastically activated using
Eqs. (17) and (18). A new sample is drawn using Eq. (19).

Finally, with initial uA ¼ f0; bA; 0g, ZA is calculated as
Eq. (20). Then we can calculate ZB with Eq. (21). We define
vðiÞ in Algorithm 2 to avoid using too many symbols.

ZA ¼ 2nA
Y
i

X
k

eb
k
i (20)

ZB

ZA
�¼ 1

Mr

XMr

i¼1
vðiÞ ¼ brAIS: (21)

The detailed algorithm is outlined below in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2. The AIS Algorithm for Capturing Partition
Function Z [31]

Require: Base-rate RBM’s parameters uA ¼ u0, Objective RBM’s
parameters uB ¼ u1,

Ensure: Objective RBM’s ZB

1: for i = 1 toMr do
2: for b ¼ 0 to 1 do
3: Generate v1; v2; . . . ; vt; . . . ; vn using Tt as follows:
4: Sample v1 from PA ¼ P0

5: Sample v2 given v1 using T1

6: ...
7: Sample vt given vt�1 using Tt�1
8: ...
9: Sample vn given vn�1 using Tn�1
10: end for

11: vðiÞ ¼ P�
1
ðv1Þ

P�
0
ðv1Þ

P�
2
ðv2Þ

P�
1
ðv2Þ . . .

P�t ðvtÞ
P�
t�1ðvtÞ

. . .
P�n ðvnÞ

P�
n�1ðvnÞ

12: end for
13: brAIS ¼ 1

Mr

PMr
i¼1 v

ðiÞ

14: ZB ¼ ZA � brAIS

4 EXPERIMENTS

The proposed IT-RBM model can be applied to distinction
between posed and spontaneous expression as well as

expression recognition. Therefore, to validate the proposed
IT-RBM model, we conduct experiments on posed and
spontaneous expression distinction as well as expression
recognition.

4.1 Posed and Spontaneous Expression Distinction
Experiments

4.1.1 Experimental Conditions

We use two benchmark databases to conduct experiments on
posed and spontaneous expression distinction: the Extended
DISFA (DISFA+) database [32] and the SPOS database [33].
The DISFA+ database is composed of 572 posed expression
videos and 252 spontaneous expression videos. Disgust, fear,
happiness, sadness, and surprise are exhibited by 9 young
adults (4 male and 5 female). The SPOS database contains 84
posed expression samples and 150 spontaneous expression
samples. This database explores the same expression catego-
ries as the DISFA+ database, with the addition of anger.
Expressions are made by 7 subjects (4 male and 3 female).
The data distribution of these databases is show in Table 2.

We extracted facial feature points from images to collect
facial events as defined in Section 3.1. The supervised
descent method (SDM) [34] extracts 49 facial feature points
from the SPOS database, as seen in the left side of Fig. 6. The
DISFA+ database provides 68 feature points extracted from
database constructors. We ignore the facial outline and use
the interior 49 points, shown in the right side of Fig. 6.

We adopt recognition accuracy and F1-score as per-
formance metrics. We use five-fold subject-independent
cross-validation on the SPOS database and ten-fold sub-
ject-independent cross-validation on the DISFA+ database.

To compare the performance of ourmethod to state-of-the-
art research, we conduct expression distinction experiments
with five methods. We use our proposed IT-RBM method,
which is able to simultaneously capture global spatial pat-
terns and complex temporal patterns. We compare it to the
upper layer of the IT-RBM, which is a multi-value RBM
modelling high-order spatial patterns only. The third method
is HMM, a popular dynamic model capturing local temporal
patterns. The fourth and fifth methods are LSTM and GRU.
The first three methods are generative models, while the last
two are discriminative models. The displacement of feature
points are used as features for the above fivemethods.

For experiments with LSTM and GRU, we adopt Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) to further reduce feature dimen-
sion of the landmark displacement of consecutive frames.
After that, we obtain time series data with the length of T as
the input of LSTM and GRU. Due to the small data size, both

TABLE 2
Data Distribution of SPOS and DISFA+

SPOS DISFA+

Expression P S P S

Anger(An) 14 13
Disgust(Di) 14 23 163 81
Fear(Fe) 14 32 163 63
Happy(Ha) 14 66 42 18
Sadness(Sa) 14 5 122 54
Surprise(Su) 14 11 82 36
Total 84 150 572 252

Fig. 6. Facial feature points. Left: SPOS, CK+, MMI; right: DISFA+.
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LSTM and GRU only have one layer of hidden units. The
hidden states of the LSTM and GRU are then feed into a fully-
connected network to classify expressions. For cross-valida-
tion on the DSIFA+ and SPOS databases, one fold from the
training set is used as validation set for parameter selection.
These are as the same as the experimental conditions used for
the proposed IT-RBM.A grid search strategy is used for hyper
parameters selection. Specifically, for feature dimension
reduction by PCA, we get a certain number of principal com-
ponents by setting different cumulative variance contribution
rates ranging in f0:8; 0:85; 0:9; 0:95; 0:99; 0:999; 1g, for the
length of input time series data, T 2 f5; 10; 20; 30; 40; 50g; for
the dimensions of hidden states of the LSTM (GRU),
nh 2 f5; 10; 15; 20; 25; 30; 35; 40g; for the value of learning
rate, � 2 f0:001; 0:005; 0:01; 0:05; 0:1g; for the size of a mini-
batch, bn 2 f20; 40; 60; 80; 100g.

Since embedded spatial and temporal patterns are affected
by many factors including gender and type of expression, we
add two additional models using the proposed IT-RBM. One
is referred to as the PS_gender model, in which we train four
models: one frommale posed samples, one frommale sponta-
neous samples, one from female posed samples, and one
from female spontaneous samples. The other is called the
PS_expmodel, inwhichwe train a posedmodel and a sponta-
neous model for every expression type. We also examine the
IT-RBM model trained on the posed and spontaneous sam-
ples, denoted as the PSmodel.

4.1.2 Experimental Results and Analyses

Table 3 shows the results of our experiments. From Table 3,
we observe the following:

First, the proposed IT-RBM achieves superior accuracies
and F1-scores than multi-value RBM; the proposed IT-RBM
takes spatial patterns as well as temporal patterns into
account, while the multi-value RBM only models spatial
patterns. The better performance of IT-RBM demonstrates
the importance of temporal patterns when distinguishing
between posed and spontaneous expressions.

Second, the proposed IT-RBM achieves higher accuracies
and F1-scores thanHMMon both databases. As Table 3 illus-
trates, the accuracies of the HMMmethod are lower than the
accuracy of IT-RBM by 0.1444 on the DISFA+ database and
by 0.1069 on the SPOS database. F1-scores of the HMM
method are lower than IT-RBM by 0.0636 and 0.0432, respec-
tively. HMM is a popular dynamic model, but it can only
handle three temporal relationships - precedes, follows, or
equals. It is also limited to capturing local stationary dynam-
ics because of assumptions made by the first order Markov
property and stationary transition. The suggested model
uses interval algebra to depict 13 complex time-point rela-
tionships, and has the ability to model global rather than

only local temporal relations. This results in improved dis-
tinction between posed and spontaneous expressions.

Third, IT-RBM is superior to LSTM andGRU. Specifically,
compared to LSTM, IT-RBM increases the distinction accura-
cies by 0.0133 and 0.2650 and F1-scores by 0.0504 and 0.1251
on the DISFA+ and SPOS databases, respectively. Compared
to GRU, IT-RBM increases the accuracies by 0.0048 and
0.2522, and increases F1-scores by 0.0004 and 0.0851 on the
DISFA+ and SPOS databases respectively. Although LSTM
and GRU are state-of-the-art discriminative dynamic mod-
els, they are still time-slice models. Therefore, they cannot
successfully represent the global and complex temporal rela-
tions between primitive facial events inherent in facial
expressions, as IT-RBM does. Furthermore, recurrent neural
networks achieve better performance with larger amounts of
data than the used databases possess.

Fig. 7 is a graphic depiction of primitive event pairs and
their corresponding temporal relations from the DISFA+
database. Fig. 7a displays the 40 selected pairs of events.
Points around the eyebrow, eyelet, and lips have the most
links, as these areas are crucial for expressions. Just as Ekman
et al.’s research [1], [4] showed, the most telling muscles
when distinguishing between expressions are orbicularis
oculi and the zygomatic major. Our findings are consistent
with that observation.

Figs. 7b-1 and 7b-2 illustrate temporal relations between
points 20 and 29 for posed and spontaneous expressions,
respectively. Figs. 7c-1 and 7c-2 are the histogram, display-
ing the frequencies of the 13 relations between feature point
20 and 29 in the two expressions. Figs. 7c-1 and 7c-2 show
that for posed expressions, the relations of 4 and 12 occur
with more frequency than the relations of 3 and 11. The
inverse is true for spontaneous expressions. For relation 3
and 11, ts20 � ts29 > 0, which means that event v29 starts
before event v20, while for relation 4 and 12, ts20 � ts29 < 0,
meaning that event v20 starts before v29 as shown in Table 1.
This indicates that for a posed expression v20 starts before v29
inmost cases, while in genuine expression v29 is likely to start
before v20. Since points 20 and 29 are representative of the
right eye and the left eye respectively, we can conclude that a
posed expression is more likely to begin on the right side of
the face, while a genuine expression commences on the left
side. This corroborates the findings of Ross and Pulusu [5].

Table 4 shows the experimental results of the PS model,
the PS_gender model, and the PS_exp model. We make the
following observations. First, the PS_gendermodel performs
better than the PS model on both of the databases, with
higher accuracies and F1-scores. Specifically, compared to
the PS model, the PS_gender model increases recognition
accuracies by 0.0134 and 0.0085 and F1-scores by 0.0152 and
0.0028 on the DISFA+ and SPOS databases respectively. This

TABLE 3
Results of Posed and Spontaneous Distinction Experiments

Database DISFA+ SPOS

Method HMM LSTM GRU RBM* IT-RBM HMM LSTM GRU RBM* IT-RBM

Accuracy 0.8046 0.9357 0.9442 0.9211 0.9490 0.7222 0.5641 0.5769 0.7735 0.8291
F1-score 0.8768 0.8900 0.9400 0.9095 0.9404 0.7619 0.6800 0.7200 0.7427 0.8051

*RBM is the proposed multi-value RBM.
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indicates that gender information available only during
training is useful to capture innate spatial and temporal pat-
terns in posed and spontaneous expressions for different
genders, and thus improves the distinction task.

Fig. 8 graphically depicts the average weights of different
movements to further analyze these spatial and temporal pat-
terns. The x-axis represents the 20 movement patterns on the
DISFA+ and SPOS databases. The y-axis represents the aver-
age value of weight wj

ik for the Kth movement pattern. The
brown bars represent the weights of PS_male model, and the
blue bars are the weights of PS_female model. From Fig. 8,
we can find that for some movement patterns, the weights of
male and femalemodels are either both positive or both nega-
tive, but for other movement patterns, the weight signs of
male and female models are opposing. This confirms that
females and males may display different spatial and tempo-
ral patterns. Therefore, the gender information available dur-
ing training is beneficial for capturing more specific and
precise spatial temporal patterns embedded in posed and
spontaneous expressions, and results in better distinction
between posed and spontaneous expressions.

Table 4 shows that the PS_expmodel also performs better
than the PS model, achieving superior accuracies and F1-
scores in most cases. Specifically, compared to the PS model,

the accuracy of the PS_exp model is 0.0025 and the F1-score
is 0.0016 higher on the DISFA+ database. On the SPOS data-
base, the accuracy improves by 0.0042 and the F1 score is
0.0042 higher. This demonstrates that the expression infor-
mation available only during training is helpful for capturing
inherent spatial and temporal patterns, and thus improves
the performance of posed and spontaneous expression
distinction.

To analyze the effect of expression type when modeling
spatial and temporal patterns, we graphically depict the

Fig. 7. (a) Graphical depiction of temporal relations selected in DISFA+. (b) Examples of relation between point 20 and 29. (c) Frequencies of thirteen
relations between point 20 and point 29 with respect to posed and genuine expressions. x-axis represents the index of relationships.

TABLE 4
Posed and Spontaneous Distinction

Database DISFA+ SPOS

Model PS PS_gender PS_exp PS PS_gender PS_exp

Accuracy 0.9490 0.9624 0.9515 0.8291 0.8376 0.8333
F1-score 0.9404 0.9556 0.9420 0.8051 0.8079 0.8093

Fig. 8. The mean weight of PS_gender models at different move models
on all facial points and hidden nodes. x-axis represents K move models,
y-axis represents the mean value ofWj

ik at every k ¼ K.
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average weight of the hidden nodes at every selected facial
feature point for a certain movement pattern. Fig. 9 shows
an example of this on the DISFA+ database. Comparing the
bar graphs in the left column to those in the right, we find
that there are significant differences between the weights’
distribution of posed and spontaneous expressions. This
indicates that the spatial patterns of posed and spontaneous
expressions are absolutely different. In addition, it’s clear
that the W values differ significantly based on expression
type; sadness is a good example. Most of the weights of the

spontaneous model are negative, while most of the weights
of the posed model are positive, indicating that fewer facial
events are observed in spontaneous expression. Namba’s [6]
research shows similar results, noting that morphological
properties are not observed in spontaneous facial expres-
sions. One possible reason is that the video clip used in this
study is too short for the viewer to elicit visible expressions
of sadness. This explanation is supported by Eckman et al.
who posit that the nature of sadness necessitates a longer-
term or more personal experience [35]. For the spontaneous
disgust expression, the weights in lips are positive, while not
all the weights in lips are positive for posed disgust expres-
sion. Namba’s [6] research showed that AU10 and AU12
were more frequently present in spontaneous disgust. Our
finding is consistent with Namba’s work [6], corroborating
that there are expression-dependent and posed- or spontane-
ous-dependent differences in AUs. Adding expression infor-
mation can more precisely depict the detailed patterns
inherent in posed and spontaneous expressions.

4.1.3 Comparison with Related Work

For the task of distinguishing between posed versus sponta-
neous expressions, we compare our method to both model-
based and feature-driven methods. Most recent model-based
methods on expression distinction conducted experiments
on the NVIE and the SPOS databases. As the NVIE database
only provides onset and apex frames for posed expressions,
it is not a viable option for the proposed IT-RBM. Instead, we
used the SPOS database to compare the performance of the
suggested method to current methods, as shown in Table 5.
The DISFA+ database is relatively new, opening to research-
ers in June of 2016. Until now, no experiments on posed ver-
sus spontaneous expression distinction have been performed
on this database. Therefore, we are unable to compare our
work to others on this database.

From Table 5, we find that state-of-the-art model-based
methods do not perform as well as the suggested IT-RBM.
Compared to Wang et al. [14]’s work and Quan et al. [16]’ s
work, which model spatial patterns only, the IT-RBM is able
to more fully represent posed and spontaneous expressions
by jointly modeling the spatial and temporal patterns. This
results in superior performance. The proposed method also
outperforms Wu et al. [38]’s work, which is the highest-
performing feature-drivenmethod.Wu et al. [38] proposed a
region-specific texture descriptor that represented local pat-
tern changes in different areas of the face. The temporal
phase of each facial region was divided by calculating the

Fig. 9. On the DISFA+ database, the mean weight of PS_exp models at
every selected facial points on a certain movement state with all hidden
nodes from trained IT-RBMs. z-axis represents the mean value of Wk

ij
when k ¼ K at every facial points.

TABLE 5
Comparison with Related Work of Posed and

Spontaneous Expressions Distinction on SPOS

Method accuracy

Cohn et al. [7] 0.7250
Dibeklioglu et al. [9] 0.7875
Dibeklioglu et al. [36] 0.7500
Wu et al. [37] 0.7950
Wu et al. [38] 0.8125
Wang et al. [13] 0.7479
Wang et al. [14] 0.7607
Quan et al. [16] 0.7607
IT-RBM 0.8291
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intensity of the corresponding facial region. Then, they used
a mid-level fusion strategy of SVM to combine the two fea-
ture types. By defining discriminative features, their method
models the innate spatial and temporal patterns to a certain
extent. However, they do not take full advantage of embed-
ded spatial and temporal patterns as the IT-RBM does via
ourmethod’s parameters and structure. Hence, the proposed
method achieves superior performance.

4.2 Experiments and Analyses of Expression
Recognition

4.2.1 Experimental Conditions

Expression recognition experiments are conducted on the
extended Cohn-Kanade (CK+) database [39], [40] and theMMI
database [41]. The CK+ database is composed of 327 posed
expression samples collected from 118 subjects. It includes
seven expression categories: anger, contempt, disgust, fear,
happiness, sadness, and surprise. The image sequences in this
database begin at the onset frame and endwith the apex frame.
Therefore, only three temporal relations, i.e., before, at the
same time, and after, exist in the image sequences. The MMI
database is updated continuously. During April of 2017, there
were 236 sequences labeled with expressions; 208 of those
sequences showed the front of the face. We used these 208
image sequences from 31 subjects. There are six expression cat-
egories: anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise.
Table 6 shows the data distribution of the two databases. SDM
is used to extract the 49 facial feature points shown on the left
side of Fig. 6 [34].

Recognition accuracy is used as a performance metric.
We adopt five-fold subject-independent cross-validation on
the CK+ database and ten-fold subject-independent cross-
validation on the MMI database.

As with posed and spontaneous expression distinction
experiments, we conduct expression recognition experiments
using fivemethods: IT-RBM,multi-value RBM, HMM, LSTM
andGRU. For the experiments usingHMM, the experimental
results listed in [26] are directly used here. For the experi-
ments using LSTM and GRU, the similar network structure
and hyper-parameter selection strategy as those of posed and
spontaneous expression distinction experiments are used.

4.2.2 Experimental Results and Analyses

Results of our experiments on expression recognition are
found in Table 7. From Table 7, we observe as follows:

First, compared to HMM [26], the accuracy of IT-RBM is
higher by 0.0366 on the CK+ database and 0.3071 on the
MMI database. As described in Section 2.2, HMM is a time-

slice graphical model and can only capture three time-point
relations. IT-RBM can not only capture 13 complex temporal
relations defined by Allen’s interval algebra, but also cap-
ture complex spatial patterns in facial behavior. Thus IT-
RBM achieves better performance than HMM.

TABLE 6
Data Distribution of CK+ and MMI

Expression CK+ MMI

Anger(An) 45 33
Contempt(Co) 18
Disgust(Di) 59 32
Fear(Fe) 25 28
Happy(Ha) 69 42
Sadness(Sa) 28 32
Surprise 83 41

TABLE 7
Results of Expression Categories Recognition Experiments
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Second, the proposed IT-RBM outperforms multi-value
RBM, with higher accuracies of 0.0612 on the CK+ database
and 0.0481 on the MMI database. The IT-RBM not only cap-
tures global spatial relations but also temporal patterns
embedded in different expressions, while the multi-value
RBM is only capable of modelling inherent spatial patterns.
The IT-RBM leverages the additional temporal patterns for
improved expression recognition.

Lastly, the suggested method outperforms both LSTM
and GRU. Compared to LSTM, IT-RBM increases the recog-
nition accuracy by 0.0184 on the CK+ database and 0.2452 on
the MMI database. Compared to GRU, IT-RBM increases the
accuracy by 0.0092 and 0.2259 on the CK+ and theMMI data-
bases, respectively. This further proves the superiority of our
proposed IT-RBM in capturing and leveraging complex spa-
tial and temporal patterns inherent in expressions for expres-
sion recognition.

In order to prove the validity of the IT-RBM for expression
category recognition, Fig. 10 graphically depicts all 30
selected event pairs in the MMI database. Fig. 10 shows that
the selected facial points involve all components of the face.
This is reasonable, since there are 5 expressions in the data-
base and different expressions are related to different facial
muscles. Unlike Fig. 7a, in which most links appear on the
left side of the face, the distribution of links in Fig. 10 is
more homogeneous. This may further indicate that spatial-
temporal patterns existing in posed and spontaneous expres-
sions are not symmetrical between the left and the right sides
of the face, while the spatial-temporal patterns existing in
different emotion expressions are symmetrical.

Fig. 11 shows the frequencies of 13 relations between
feature point 6 and point 32. From Fig. 11, we find that the
frequencies of 13 interval relations among 5 expressions
vary greatly. This indicates that the selected temporal
relations provide discriminative information for expression
recognition.

4.2.3 Comparison with Related Work

To illustrate the superiority of the proposedmethod IT-RBM,
we compare it with the most related work (i.e., ITBN [26])
and state of the art feature-based methods [42], [43]. From
Table 7, we have the following findings:

First, compared with ITBN, IT-RBM achieves the better
performance on the CK+ and MMI databases. As described
in Section 2.2, Although both ITBN and IT-RBM capture
complex relations defined by Allen’s interval algebra, ITBN
uses a Bayesian network to model the local spatial patterns
and IT-RBM uses a RBM to capture global spatial patterns
inherent in facial behavior. Therefore, IT-RBM is more suc-
cessful at capturing spatial patterns than ITBN and achieves
better performance. IT-RBM can capture complex spatio-
temporal patterns inherent in facial behavior, which con-
tributes its superior performance.

Second, compared with state of the art feature-based
methods, the proposed method achieves the best perfor-
mance on the MMI database but the worst performance on
the CK+ database. On the CK+ database, sequences begin at
neutral and conclude at the peak frame. The image sequen-
ces encompass the beginning half of the expression changes
only, which enforces a limit on the temporal patterns to just
three relationships: A precedes B, B precedes A, and A and B
commence simultaneously. Therefore, IT-RBM’s ability of
capturing complex temporal patterns cannot be fully dis-
played and IT-RBM gets the poor performance on the CK+
database. The MMI database provides the whole process of
the expression change. Therefore, IT-RBM can capturewhole
temporal patterns and spatial patterns in the facial behavior
and achieves the best performance on the MMI database.
Compared with HMM, the IT-RBM get moderate improve-
ment on the CK+ database but significant improvement on
the MMI database. This is because both IT-RBM and HMM
can only capture three temporal relations on the CK+ data-
base but IT-RBM can capture more complex temporal
patterns than HMM on the MMI database, which further
demonstrates the importance of capturing complex temporal
relations defined by Allen’s interval algebra and the superior
of the proposedmethod.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel dynamic model called IT-RBM is pro-
posed to jointly capture and leverage embedded global spa-
tial patterns and complex temporal patterns for improved
expression analysis. A facial expression is defined as a com-
plex activity made up of sequential or temporally overlap-
ping primitive facial events, which can further be delineated
as the motion of feature points. Allen’s interval algebra is

Fig. 10. Graphical depiction of the selected event pairs in the MMI
database.

Fig. 11. Frequencies of thirteen relations among a pair of events with
respect to different expressions in MMI. x-axis represents the index of
relationships.
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used to represent these complex temporal patterns via a two-
layer Bayesian network in which the upper layer nodes rep-
resent primitive facial events, the bottom layer nodes are
temporal relations between facial events, and the links
between the two layers capture temporal dependencies
among primitive facial events. We also suggest the use of a
multi-value RBM to obtain and utilize intrinsic global spatial
patterns among facial events. The visible nodes of the
restricted Boltzmann machine are facial events, and the con-
nections between hidden nodes and visible nodes model the
spatial patterns inherent in expressions. In the training
phase, an efficient learning algorithm is proposed to simulta-
neously learn spatial and temporal patterns through maxi-
mum log likelihood in the training. Samples are classified in
the testing phase according to the IT-RBM with the largest
likelihood. We propose an efficient inference algorithm that
extends annealing importance sampling to the IT-RBM to
calculate the partition function of the multi-value RBM. The
results of our experiments on both expression recognition
and posed and spontaneous expression distinction demon-
strate that the proposed method is able to capture intrinsic
facial spatial-temporal patterns, leading to superior perfor-
mance compared to state-of-the-art works.
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